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Actual size of SCS sets 6.5 x 8.75”

Cling Mounted Stamp Sets
CAFE ART

SCS152

AUTUMN ART SCS153

SCS152
CAFE ART
$17.95
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$18.95
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Background Stamps

Background stamps shown at 75% size

WVBG038 LINEN $10.95

WVBG034 CIRCLE COLLAGE $10.95
WVBG040 TECHNIQUE & REVERSING $10.95
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Stamp-it Stencil-it!
Cling stamp dies and their corresponding stencils!
Use the stamp alone, use the stencil alone or
combine them. Stamp first, then overlay the stencil.
Customize with ink, stamping or embossing paste.

Sets on this page shown at 45% size

STST038 Simple Reality
$9.95

STST039 Autumn Harvest
$9.95

STST037 Select-A-Sentiment
$12.95

Select-a-Sentiment

This set features laser cut phrases sized to fit
the accompanying die that you can “dial in”
with the attached rotating window mask.

4.

Stencils for Art

$4.95 each

stencils for art are laser-cut heavy
plastic stencils designed for use with all wet media.
Ink them, paint them, use them again and again!

WVSFA 058 Wallpaper

This stencil shown at 45% size

WVSFA 050 Rectangle Grate

These stencils shown at 35% size

WVSFA 051 Square Grate

5.

WVSFA 052 Circle Grate

Stencils for Art

WVSFA 053 Mini Bricks

Stencils on this page
shown at 30% size

$4.95 each

WVSFA 057
Create a Layered Flower

stitching templates
It’s as EASY as POKE & STITCH!
Use the Stitching Template as your guide for PERFECTLY placed stitches.
After poking thru the holes, it’s EASY to add hand stitching, with your
choice of threads.
These versatile templates can also be used as a STENCIL to add inks or
embossing paste, to create FRAMES for your art.

NEW! Ink Palette!

$2.99

With its 5”x5”
bright white
surface, the
Ink Palette is
PERFECT for…

WVSFA 055 Stitching
Template Rectangle Frames

Seeing the TRUE
ink colors, to
help you choose
the perfect color
combo.
Watercoloring.
Scribble markers, or
swipe your ink pad
on the palette, pick
up the inks with
a brush and paint
away.
Mixing colors.
The white surface makes it easy to see the custom color blends you
create.
Easy clean up. Water based markers can be removed with water.
Archival inks clean up with rubbing alcohol.
And… this handy tool takes up just a small spot on your workspace.

The Ink Palette is… PERFECT!

6.

WVSFA 054 Stitching
Template Circle Frames

Mat Minis

Laser cut mat board piecesperfect for your dimensional artistry!

Mat Mini
sets $4.95
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WVMM17 autumn essentials

for more art samples,
visit my blog
www.studio490art.blogspot.com

1-800-945-3980

stampersanonymous.com
3110 Payne Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44114

